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Abstract
Tarantula striated muscle is an outstanding system for understanding the molecular organization of 
myosin filaments. 3D reconstruction based on cryo-EM images and single-particle image 
processing revealed that in a relaxed state, myosin molecules undergo intramolecular head–head 
interactions, explaining why head activity switches off. The filament model obtained by rigidly 
docking a chicken smooth muscle myosin structure to the reconstruction was improved by flexibly 
fitting an atomic model built by mixing structures from different species to a tilt-corrected 2-nm 
3D map of frozen-hydrated tarantula thick filament. We used heavy and light chain sequences 
from tarantula myosin to build a single-species homology model of two heavy meromyosin 
interacting-heads motifs (IHMs). The flexibly fitted model includes previously missing loops and 
shows five intramolecular and five intermolecular interactions that keep the IHM in a compact off 
structure, forming four helical tracks of IHMs around the backbone. The residues involved in these 
interactions are oppositely charged, and their sequence conservation suggests that IHM is present 
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across animal species. The new model, PDB 3JBH, explains the structural origin of the ATP 
turnover rates detected in relaxed tarantula muscle by ascribing the very slow rate to docked 
unphosphorylated heads, the slow rate to phosphorylated docked heads, and the fast rate to 
phosphorylated undocked heads. The conservation of intramolecular interactions across animal 
species and presence of IHM in bilaterians suggest that a super-relaxed state should be maintained, 
as it plays a role in saving ATP in skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscle.
Graphical abstract
Keywords
Myosin thick filament; myosin interacting-heads motif; cryo-electron microscopy; striated muscle; 
super-relaxation
Introduction
Muscle contraction involves the interaction of two sets of filaments: actin-containing thin 
filaments and myosin-containing thick filaments. Muscle relaxation is an important step of 
contraction, and thick filaments are essential for relaxation.1 The two myosin II coiled-coil 
heavy chains (MHCs) form a tail with two heads, with attached regulatory light chains 
(RLCs) and essential light chains (ELCs) on each. The tails pack together, comprising the 
thick filament backbone with protruding heads that form helical tracks. 3D reconstructions 
have shown that the number of helical tracks in striated muscle varies between three in 
cardiac vertebrates (mouse,2 human,3 zebrafish4), four in arthropods (tarantula,5 Limulus,6 
scorpion7), and seven in mollusks (scallop).8 The number of smooth muscle helical tracks is 
four in Platyhelminthes (Schistosome);9 in vertebrates, smooth muscle filaments are non-
helical and side-polar.10
Electron microscopy studies of smooth muscle myosin molecules suggest that an off state is 
achieved by asymmetric, intramolecular interaction between the actin–binding region of one 
myosin head and the converter region of the other, which switches off both heads.11 This 
mechanism of relaxation, the so-called myosin interacting-heads motif (IHM),5 was shown 
to underlie the relaxed state of thick filaments from striated muscle.5 The IHM is present in 
species separated by at least 600 million years of independent evolution. It has been 
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observed by electron microscopy in thick filaments from the striated muscle of 
arthropods,5–7 mollusks8, the cardiac muscle of vertebrates,2–4 and the smooth muscle of 
Platyhelminthes.12 Electron microscopy has also shown that the motif is present in isolated 
myosin molecules of intrinsically regulated molecules (like tarantula and Limulus striated 
muscle and non-muscle myosin IIA) and in unregulated myosins (like skeletal and cardiac 
muscle).13 Recently, the motif has been detected on isolated myosin molecules from the 
smooth muscle of the Cnidarians’ giant sea anemone (Condylactis gigantea),14 but not in 
isolated myosins from the amoeba Acanthamoeba castellani.14 Finally, the presence of the 
IHM in squid (Loligo peali) has been inferred by comparing the small angle X-ray solution 
scattering (SAXS) profile of its striated muscle with the predicted scattering profile for 
tarantula Protein Data Bank (PDB) 3DTP structure.15
The uniqueness, wide presence, and high conservation of the IHM lead to its fundamental 
functional importance in nature as the simplest conserved structural mechanism that explains 
the relaxed (off) state in muscle. The IHM is established only in relaxing conditions. In the 
presence of Mg.ATP, heads are bent at the “pliant region,”16 as the switch 2 element is 
closed, inhibiting the phosphate release. The bending of free heads and blocked heads 
produce the required conformations for establishing several head–head and head–tail 
intramolecular interactions as well as several head–head and head–backbone intermolecular 
interactions, which allow the formation of thick filaments in regulated muscles. It has been 
suggested that intramolecular interactions are a general mechanism for inducing muscle 
relaxation and switching off myosin II-based motile activity in both muscle and non-muscle 
cells.17 The so called super-relaxed (SRX) state of myosin II has been reported in striated 
muscle and is characterized by a sub-population of myosin heads with a highly inhibited rate 
of ATP turnover, lower than the turnover observed for single molecules.18 Myosin IHM has 
been found to be involved in the slow ATP turnover rate observed in vertebrate skeletal and 
cardiac muscle fibers.19–21 In particular, relaxed tarantula striated muscle fibers exhibit a 
very slow rate.22
The tarantula striated muscle IHM model (PDB 3DTP) has improved our understanding of 
the activation mechanism in arthropods that involves two phosphorylatable serines (Ser35 
and Ser45).23 Based on this structure, a cooperative phosphorylation activation (CPA) 
mechanism (Fig. 8C–F) as well as a model for activation, potentiation, and post-tetanic 
potentiation involving swaying heads in a relaxed state were proposed for tarantula striated 
muscle.24, 25 A disorder-to-order molecular mechanism occurring in the myosin RLC N-
terminal extension (NTE) is proposed to control this arthropod phosphorylation-based 
activation.26, 27 The IHM model has also improved knowledge of the activation mechanism 
in vertebrate skeletal28, 29 and cardiac muscle.30, 31 On the other hand, the smooth muscle 
IHM (PDB 1I84) structure has improved knowledge of its activation mechanism,32 including 
a possible role of myosin ELC.33
An enhanced model of the IHM is very important for increasing our understanding of the 
thick filament relaxation and activation mechanisms. The only structural information for the 
IHM comes from cryo-EM of chicken smooth muscle myosin II 2D crystals11, 34, 35 and 
from tarantula striated muscle frozen-hydrated relaxed thick filaments.5, 23 The quasi-atomic 
model smooth muscle IHM (PDB 1I84) includes the chicken smooth muscle subfragment 1 
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atomic structure (PDB 1BR1), but as it did not come from a filament, it does not properly 
include a subfragment 2 (S2) crystal structure.11 Two reconstructions were calculated from 
low-dose electron micrographs of frozenhydrated tarantula thick filaments. The first 
reconstruction reached a resolution of 2.5 nm5 and was used to build an initial quasi-atomic 
model of the filament by manually fitting the chicken smooth muscle myosin quasi-atomic 
structure PDB 1I8411 without the S2. The second reconstruction, which was deposited in the 
Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB)36 as EMDB-1950,23 reached a slightly higher 
resolution (2.0 nm) by using a higher number of image segments and by including the tilt 
angle made by the filaments with the grid in the reconstruction. This second reconstruction 
was more detailed, clearly showing two new interactions in addition to the five shown in the 
first reconstruction.5 This enhanced reconstruction led to a second improved tarantula IHM 
model (PDB 3DTP),23 which was achieved by flexible fitting of an atomic model built from 
different species: a human cardiac myosin S2 crystal structure (PDB 2FXM),37 the predicted 
secondary structure homologous quasi-atomic model for the tarantula (Avicularia) myosin 
RLC sequence,23 and the ELC and myosin heads’ motor domain from the chicken smooth 
muscle quasi-atomic model (PDB 1I84).35 Since three loops (loop 1, loop 2, and loop 
NATP-V, which is defined here as the loop near the nucleotide ATP binding D458 shown in 
Fig. 6b) are missing in chicken myosin II heavy chain (MHC) (PDB 1BR1), their sequences 
are not present in two earlier IHM PDB models (PDB 1I84, PDB 3DTP).
Analysis of transcriptional isoforms of tarantula skeletal muscle protein sequences has 
determined its myosin ELC and RLC sequences.38 The aims of the present work are: (1) to 
build a homologous IHM quasi-atomic model (PDB 3JBH) based on PDB 3DTP using the 
tarantula myosin II ELC,38 RLC,38 and MHC sequences reported here to flexibly fit this 
model to the tarantula thick filament 3D reconstruction (EMD-1950); (2) to analyze whether 
the residues involved in maintaining the critical intramolecular interactions of the IHM could 
establish ionic interactions and whether they are conserved across different species; and (3) 
to investigate whether this new homologous tarantula IHM model and its interactions 
provide clues about the structural basis of the SRX state in tarantula striated muscle.
Results
Tarantula myosin MHC, ELC and RLC residue sequences
The tarantula Aphonopelma sp. MHC sequence (GenBank39 KT619079) was determined as 
described in Materials and Methods, which is included in the supplementary data (see 
Accession numbers) along with the myosin ELC38 (GenBank KT390185) and RLC38 
(GenBank KT390186). The tarantula Avicularia avicularia myosin RLC sequence 
(UNIPROT40 B4XT43)23 that was included in PDB 3DTP is very similar to that of 
Aphonopelma sp., as both have 196 amino acids and differ only on 9.
Tarantula IHM quasi-atomic model
We built a homologous single-species model using the MHC, RLC, and ELC of tarantula 
Aphonopelma sp. based on PDB 3DTP23 (see Materials and Methods). The model was 
flexibly fit into the 2-nm resolution 3D map (Fig. 1, EMD-1950) calculated from electron 
micrographs of rapidly frozen tarantula Aphonopelma sp. relaxed thick filaments preserved 
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in vivo in a relaxed state.23 The model includes three modeled loops (loop 1, loop 2, loop 
NATP-V; Suppl. Table 1) that are missing in the chicken MHC crystal structure (PDB 1BR1) 
and the PDB 1I84 and PDB 3DTP models. Due to the IHM structural asymmetry of free and 
blocked heads, the loops are located in very different environments (Fig. 2a). Loop 1 faces 
the solvent in both the free and blocked head (Fig. 2a) and is not involved in any intra- or 
intermolecular interactions. Loop 2 was included after being remodeled de novo (Fig. 2a, see 
Materials and Methods) and is fitted to density “a” (Fig. 2b). The loop 2 sequence in myosin 
II significantly affects actin-activated ATPase activity, mechanochemical coupling, and actin 
binding. Regulation by RLC phosphorylation depends on the presence of a loop 2 with 
greater length and a less positive charge density than the skeletal isoform.41–43 The tarantula 
loop 2 sequence appears to be different from other species but preserves the positively 
charged region, a so-called lysine pocket (Suppl. Figs. 1, 2).42 The CM loop, previously 
fitted to density “a,”23, 37 was found after remodeling the missing loops to better match the 
densities in the interface with the next IHM (Fig. 2a, Suppl. Movies 2–4) and loop 2 to better 
match interaction “a.” The flexible fitting of the free head cluster of loops (Fig. 2a, top right) 
to the 3D map required some rearrangement of the myosin subfragment 1 50K domain, 
including some cleft closure between the upper and lower parts of the 50K domain. It was 
previously proposed that the apparent cleft closure and specific CM loop orientation were 
required to guide the free head, which was detached after the power stroke, to establish the 
precise electrostatic docking interaction “a” onto ring 2 of S2, a requisite for reforming the 
helical tracks of IHMs.23 This remodeling suggests that it is loop 2, not the CM loop, that is 
responsible for this electrostatic docking interaction.
This quasi-atomic model was deposited as 3JBH in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).44 PDB 
3JBH and the earlier PDB 3DTP are very similar (Suppl. Movie 1). In fact, several PDB 
3JBH and 3DTP molecule regions are very similar to the crystal structure PDB 1BR1 
(Suppl. Movie 1). As these missing loops are located in the region of interaction of one IHM 
with a neighboring IHM, the flexible fitting process included the densities of this IHM–IHM 
connecting region (Fig. 2a) located along the IHM helical track (Fig. 1). This fitting 
approach allows for the inclusion of densities along helical tracks and backbone-anchoring 
intermolecular interactions, which was not possible with crystals of isolated heavy 
meromyosin (HMM).
Tarantula model improves upon earlier IHM models
The new model, PDB 3JBH, is improved from the PDB 3DTP model since it is built from 
complete sequences of a single species (tarantula Aphonopelma sp.) rather than a mixture of 
sequences from three species (human, chicken, and tarantula). In addition to the three new 
loops, the new model has six surface loops (2, 3, H, 4 or C, CM, and I; Suppl. Table 1) as 
well as the S2, SH3, catalytic, relay, and converter domains (Fig. 2a, Suppl. Table 1), which 
are involved in intra- and intermolecular interactions (Fig. 2b). The model includes five 
intramolecular interactions involving the S2 and all six surface loops as well as five 
intermolecular interactions, two of which are in a cluster of surface loops (C, CM, I, H, and 
3), the free and neighboring blocked head regulatory domain, and neighboring myosin tails, 
and three of which are involved in anchoring with two adjacent myosin tails. The main 
difference between PDB 3JBH and PDB 3DTP lies mostly in the free head motor domain, 
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where the new, remodeled loops are located near the adjacent blocked head RLC of the next 
IHM along the helical track (Fig. 1). In addition, PDB 3JBH can be used as a starting model 
to be flexibly fitted to a higher-resolution 3D reconstruction.45
Free and blocked heads of tarantula model have different conformations
For myosin heads to form helical tracks in tarantula thick filament, their nucleotide pocket 
switch 2 elements should be in the “closed” conformation, preventing phosphate 
release.46, 47 Also, in the presence of Mg.ATP, the heads should be bent at the “pliant 
region,”16 as the switch 2 element is closed, inhibiting the phosphate release (Fig. 4). The 
tarantula IHM model PDB 3JBH offers further insights into the specific conformation of 
blocked and free head in relaxed filament with a blocked head in a closed pre-power stroke 
conformation (similar to the MgADP-AlF4, PDB 1BR1)23, 35 while the free head, which is 
also in a pre-power stroke closed conformation (with a shape similar to blocked head at the 
limited resolution of the 3D map) shows a less angled lever arm than the blocked head (Fig. 
4). The angle of the free head lever arm is midway between the lever arms of the blocked 
head and pre-power stroke transition 1DFL16 (Fig. 4).
Predicted SAXS profile of tarantula model agrees with measured profile of squid HMM
X-ray solution scattering of squid HMM in Ca2+-free (EGTA) conditions shows agreement 
with PDB 3DTP, strengthening the evidence of an ancient IHM compact off state.15 In this 
comparison, the 50 residues of the RLC NTE (which are unique to the tarantula myosin 
RLC) were deleted. However, the agreement was maintained when they were included (Drs. 
Jerry H. Brown and Richard Gillilan, personal communication). The computed scattering 
profile for the tarantula model (3JBH) closely agrees with the scattering profile computed 
from PDB 3DTP at angles below q = 0.11 Å−1 (Fig. 5a). While the two computed profiles 
separate slightly at wider angles, the degree of separation is below the noise level of the 
current experimentally measured squid HMM profile.15 The goodness-of-fit statistic (chi) to 
the data reported by the software is slightly better for the squid model (chi = 1.74) than for 
the tarantula model (chi = 2.01), but given the noise levels in the data and the possible 
systematic deviations of both models from the data at the widest angle, it is not possible to 
distinguish between the two. Computations extending to a wide angle (q = 1.0 Å−1 in Fig. 
5b) show that the two models continue to closely agree above q = 0.2 Å−1 and are not likely 
to be distinguished by future SAXS and wide angle X-ray solution scattering experiments in 
that regime.
Tarantula model includes new intra- and intermolecular interactions
In the tarantula thick filament, there were intramolecular interactions (between the domains 
inside each IHM)5 and intermolecular interactions (head–head; between the domains of one 
IHM and the adjacent IHM along the helical tracks of myosin heads on the surface of the 
thick filament backbone; Fig. 1, 2).5, 23 When these interactions are broken, IHMs become 
less compact as myosin heads are released,24, 25 first with the separation and eventual 
release of free head from its partner blocked head and secondly after the release of blocked 
head from the thick filament backbone.24 We use the same notation scheme for the five 
intramolecular interactions (“a,” “d,” “e,” “f,” and “g”; Fig. 2b) as suggested previously.23 In 
addition to the three previously described intermolecular interactions5, 23 (“b,” “c,” and “h”; 
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Fig. 2), we show two new intermolecular interactions (head–tail) between the ELC of the 
blocked head (“i”; Fig. 3b) and the relay/converter (¨j”, Fig. 3b) with the neighboring S2. 
Interactions “h,” “i,” and “j” cannot be discussed in detail because our myosin tail model 
does not include this interacting part of the S2 (Fig. 3) and we lack a quasi-atomic model of 
the subfilament.
Analysis of interactions
A rigorous analysis of the residues involved in the intramolecular interactions that keep the 
tarantula IHM structure compact necessarily requires solving its crystal structure, and a 
proper analysis of intermolecular interactions requires a resolution of higher than 2 nm for 
the 3D map. In the first case, since the tarantula IHM crystal structure had not been 
determined, the interaction analysis had to be performed using other myosin head crystal 
structures.48 The crystallization of tarantula IHM has been hampered by difficulties with 
purifying a single homogeneous unphosphorylated tarantula IHM, as Ser35 
monophosphorylation is constitutively present in relaxed tarantula muscle.24, 25 The recent 
purification, crystallization, and preliminary X-ray crystallographic analysis of squid heavy 
meromyosin49 suggest that mollusks’ IHM crystallographic structure will be available in the 
near future. In the second case, the closest available information for the analysis of 
intermolecular interactions only comes from 2.5- and 2.0-nm-resolution 3D maps with the 
densities of intact rapidly frozen relaxed tarantula thick filaments.5, 23 A higher-resolution 
3D reconstruction should be available in the future.45, 50 In the meantime, we built the new 
tarantula model (Fig. 1), which should allow us to perform a first analysis of intra- and 
intermolecular interactions and their conservation. This attempt is limited by the low 
resolution of the 3D map, which does not allow a proper atomic level analysis, even after 
flexible fitting, but only allows a rough analysis of the possible residues in the general region 
of each interaction, as it is not possible to trace the densities of the main or side chains. 
Therefore, the analysis of the interactions in the model below should be considered an 
informed guess of the interactions that could be formed rather than a direct observation of 
the actual atomic contacts in a solved structure.
Intramolecular interactions
We analyzed the intra- (Fig. 6, Suppl. Figs. 1–7) and intermolecular (Fig. 7, Suppl. Figs. 8–
12) interactions using PDB 3JBH (Figs. 1–3) and by observing the peptides and charged 
residues involved in the interactions:
1. - Interactions “a” and “f”: Interaction “a”: This interaction involves residues 
located on S2 Ring 2, which interact with free head loop 2 (Fig. 6a, Suppl. Fig. 1, 
Suppl. Tables 1 and 2). Interaction “f”: This interaction involves two sub-
interactions: (i) Interaction “f.1” (Fig. 6a, Suppl. Fig. 2, Suppl. Tables 1 and 2) 
involves S2 Ring 1 and blocked head loop 2. In interaction “a,” free head loop 2 
interacts with Ring 2, which is negatively charged. Blocked head loop 2 was 
remodeled de novo and adopted a different conformation that increases the 
possibility that more residues will interact. The positioning of blocked head loop 2 
just in front of S2 Ring 1 suggests an electrostatic interaction.37 (ii) Interaction “f.
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2” (Suppl. Fig 6a, Suppl. Fig. 3, Suppl. Tables 1 and 2) involves S2 Ring 1, with 
blocked head H loop and α-helix near blocked head loop 2 (Y653-H665).
2. - Interactions “e” and “g”: Interaction “e”: This interaction involves blocked head 
near loop 2 (K608-H622) and two blocked head regions near (before and after) the 
C loop with two free head ELC loops (Fig. 6b, Suppl. Fig. 4, Suppl. Tables 1 and 
2). We restricted our analysis to ELC tarantula-like sequences with short NTEs 
(invertebrates).51, 52 In our model, we cannot assess which residues are involved in 
making these contacts. Nevertheless, the interacting loops that are involved agree 
with the previously proposed loops for vertebrate smooth muscle35 (Suppl. Table 
2). Interaction “g”: This interaction involves the S2 at the end of the N-terminal 
“asymmetry zone” marked by the so-called “kink”37 at residue N878 (M877 in 
cardiac chicken muscle) with the blocked head catalytic domain and the blocked 
head ELC (Fig. 6b, Suppl. Fig. 5, Suppl. Tables 1 and 2) through three sub-
interactions: (i) free head S2 with blocked head loop NATP-V, (ii) free head S2 
with blocked head ELC, and (iii) blocked head S2 with blocked head ELC C-
terminal extension.
3. - Interaction “d”: Interaction “d” involves two dual sub-interactions: (i) Interaction 
“d.1” involves the blocked head CM loop with loop NATP-II (defined here as the 
loop near the nucleotide ATP binding residue G173 shown in Fig. 6c, Suppl. Fig. 6, 
and Suppl. Tables 1 and 2). It must be noted that residues K400 (CM loop) and 
E165 (catalytic domain) were also proposed to interact in a previous loop 
remodel17 (Suppl. Table 2). The blocked head CM loop also interacts with the free 
head loop NATP-V and the free head near loop 2 (Y653-H665). (ii) Interaction “d.
2” involves blocked head near interacting loop (I loop)23 with the free head 
converter domain as well as blocked head ELC C loop with the converter and relay 
domains (Fig. 6c, Suppl. Fig. 7, Suppl. Tables 1 and 2).
4. - Interaction at the RLC–RLC interface: The RLCs of the blocked and free heads 
interact with themselves across blocked head RLC domain 1, such that the 
positively charged L helices are packed due to complementary charges against the 
blocked head domain 1,23 as analyzed by Brito et al.24
Intermolecular interactions
Intermolecular interactions maintain IHMs suspended above the backbone 
surface, contacting it only in one site—Tarantula thick filament in a relaxed state 
shows that the IHMs are located above the backbone surface (Fig. 1), with their S2s slightly 
angled (~6°) and separated ~2 nm from the surface in the “swivel” region (Fig. 3b). The 
model shows that the blocked head is the only part of the IHM that contacts the backbone 
through three backbone-anchoring intermolecular interactions—“h,” “i,” and “j”—with the 
two neighboring extended S2s (Fig. 3b). In other words, the IHMs are above the backbone 
and covalently anchored to it only through their own S2s, while the other eight interactions 
(“a,” “h,” “i,” “j,” and two pairs of “b” and “c”) are electrostatic (Fig. 3). These suspended 
IHMs are interconnected, forming four coaxial helical tracks that are separated from the 
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backbone surface and surrounded only with sarcoplasm solution molecules, which shield the 
IHMs electrostatically.
There are five intermolecular interactions (Figs. 2–3). Two are between adjacent IHMs (“b” 
and “c”; Figs. 2b and 7a), establishing the helical tracks of IHMs, and three are anchoring 
interactions of each IHM onto two neighbor S2s (“h,” “i,” and “j”; Figs. 3, 7b, c). Loops 
involved in the “c”5 and “b”23 IHM-interconnecting interactions are shown in Suppl. Figs. 
8–9, and the loops involved in the “h,” “i,” and “j” backbone-anchoring interactions are 
shown in Suppl. Figs. 10–12 (see also Suppl. Tables 1 and 2). In the tarantula model, the 
IHM-interconnecting interactions could only be used to analyze the intermolecular 
interactions of species exhibiting four helical tracks, like arthropods5–7, 53 and 
Platyhelminthes,12 as these interactions seem to be different in filaments with three2, 3 or 
seven8 helical tracks.
1. - Interaction “b”: The free head I loop and C loop are close to the blocked head 
RLC NTE (Fig. 7a, Suppl. Fig. 8, Suppl. Table 2).
2. - Interaction “c”: The free head CM loop is near blocked head NTE-ELC and free 
head loop 3 is near blocked head ELC residues K60–F67 (Fig. 7a, Suppl. Fig. 9, 
Suppl. Table 2).
3. - Interaction “h”: The blocked head SH3 domain is involved in an intermolecular 
interaction with an adjacent myosin tail5 (Fig. 3, Fig. 7b, Suppl. Fig. 10). The 
interaction “h” “holds” the blocked head SH3 domain, anchoring it on top of a 
neighbor myosin tail every 14.5 nm along each of the four helical tracks of 
IHMs.5, 23
4. - Interaction “i”: This interaction occurs between the blocked head ELC and S2 of 
a neighbor IHM (Figs. 3b and 7b, c, Suppl. Fig. 11). Together with interaction “h,” 
intermolecular interaction “i” can help “park” the blocked head IHM by anchoring 
it back onto the filament backbone.
5. - Interaction “j”: This interaction occurs between the converter and relay regions 
of the blocked head with the S2 of a neighboring IHM. Both domains can also 
interact with the neighboring subfilament (Figs. 3b and 7b, c, Suppl. Fig. 12). 
Together with interactions “h” and “i,” intermolecular interaction “j” can also help 
“park” the blocked head IHM by anchoring it back onto the filament backbone.
Analysis of conservation of interactions
We evaluated the conservation of specific residues involved in intra- and intermolecular 
interactions by performing alignments of MHC sequences (Suppl. Figs. 1–12) for 68 species 
(Suppl. Tables 3–5) and ordering by their MHC, ELC and RLC trees (Suppl. Figs. 13–15). 
According to the MHC sequence alignment tree (Suppl. Fig. 13), the MHCs of these species 
can be classified in two general groups: (1) striated-like and (2) smooth- and non-muscle-
like.12 To analyze the conservation of intramolecular interactions (Table 1), we included 
species in which IHMs were detected or are currently studied by electron microscopy. The 
RLC–RLC interactions23 and interactions “g,” “f,” “e,” and “d” are very important for the 
formation and stability of IHM. Interaction “f.2” is a key part of the formation of IHM (Figs. 
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2, 6), as it docks the blocked head on top of the S2, forming the precursor S2-BH (Fig. 8B). 
Interactions “d.1” and “d.2” are essential for binding the free head on this precursor S2-BH 
(Fig. 8B), which is important for IHM stability. The relative strength of these five 
interactions should control the stability of the assembly of the two myosin heads once the 
compact IHM is formed. For the analysis, we did not include interactions “a” and “f.1” 
(Suppl. Figs. 1, 2) because loop 2 exhibits variable length across species, and interactions 
“e” and “g” (Suppl. Figs. 4, 5) were too complex to be analyzed using our approach. To 
analyze the conservation of intramolecular interactions “d.1,” “d.2,” and “f.2,” we defined a 
conservation score (Cs; see Materials and Methods) that includes the conservation of the 
residues involved in each interaction, allowing ±3 residues to take into account the limited 
resolution of the 3D map. Scores Cs–d and Cs–f were defined to assess the conservation of 
interactions “d.1,” “d.2,” and “f.2” in terms of IHM formation and stability. In Table 1, for 
each of the selected species (Suppl. Tables 3–5) we analyzed the relationship between the 
conservation of residues involved in critical IHM “d.1,” “d.2,” and “f.1” intramolecular 
interactions and their Cs, Cs–d and Cs–f scores in comparison with their muscle type (striated, 
cardiac, smooth), MHC type (striated-, smooth- or non-muscle-like), thick filament type, and 
IHM. In the alignments, we included isoforms a–c of myosin V, in which regulation does not 
involve head–head interaction,54 so the conserved residues involved in potential ionic 
interactions specific to myosin II could be identified, as was done previously17 (Suppl. Figs. 
1–12).
Conservation of intramolecular interactions—The most conserved interactions seem 
to be free head S2 Ring 1- loop H (“f.2”) and the CM loop with the catalytic domain near 
loop 2 (“d.1”, Y653-H665). The converter and C loop, which are also involved in the 
contraction process, may be less conserved depending on the muscle type, as can be seen for 
interaction “d.2.” The sequences of the conserved myosin ATP binding site, relay, and 
converter are fundamentally involved in the myosin ATPase function and the production of 
power stroke force. The sequences of loops 2, 3, C (also called loop 4), CM, and H 
(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) are involved in the myosin motor function as well as in the 
formation and stability of IHM and the conserved actin binding interface.55, 56 Table 1 
shows that the residues involved in interactions “d.1,” “d.2,” and “f.2” (Suppl. Figs. 3, 6–7) 
(cf.17) are conserved in all MHC striated-like sequences in invertebrates (Cs ~72–85%, 
including sponge striated MHC) and vertebrates (Cs ~82–85%), smooth-like sequences in 
vertebrates (Cs ~88%), non-muscle-like sequences in vertebrates (Cs ~ 88%), and sponge 
non-muscle MHC (Cs ~63%). The Cs values for primitive nonanimal Amoebozoans (Cs 
~29–32%) are close to myosin V (Cs ~30–44), suggesting that their interactions are less 
conserved than in animals. The analysis of separate Cs–f and Cs–d contributions suggest that 
the residues involved in interaction “f.2,” which are associated with the formation of IHM, 
are more conserved (Cs–f ~81–94%) than in interactions “d.1” and “d.2,” which are 
associated with the stability of IHM (Cs–d ~53–85%).
Conservation of intermolecular interactions
Conservation of the IHM-interconnecting interactions “b” and “c”: We restricted the 
alignment and conservation analysis of residues involved in IHM-interconnecting 
interactions “b” and “c” to species with long RLC NTE (Suppl. Table 5) and short ELC NTE 
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(Suppl. Table 4) sequences. This was done because in the tarantula CPA mechanism, the 
activation actuator control is located in a long RLC NTE where phosphorylatable serines are 
located.26, 27 Light chain NTEs are short or long depending on the species: RLC NTEs are 
long in 25 invertebrate species (and may exist at the protein or transcript level in the 
National Center for Biotechnology [NCBI] database) but short for the rest, while the 
converse is true for ELC NTEs.23, 51, 52 In particular, the long RLC NTE present in 
arthropods and Platyhelminthes has been found to be functionally involved in the 
destabilization of helical tracks of IHMs as a result of the CPA mechanism in tarantula thick 
filament.23–25 We did not attempt to analyze these intermolecular interactions in vertebrate 
or mollusk IHMs as their 3D map interaction “b” region is different from the arthropod we 
are studying. The actual mass density of interaction “b” is clearly seen in the 3D maps of 
thick filaments from arthropods5–7, 23 and Platyhelminthes,12 suggesting that it plays a key 
role in establishing the very stable helical tracks of IHMs in thick filaments. In contrast, in 
vertebrate and human cardiac muscle, interactions “b” and “c” are only established in one of 
every three crowns, with only interaction “b” present in the other two crowns. Interactions 
“b” and “c” both have a neutral net charge and complementary charges of the free head 
motor domain and adjacent free head RLC NTE in interaction “b” and the free head and 
adjacent blocked head ELC NTE in interaction “c” (Suppl. Table 4, Suppl. Fig. 8). 
Therefore, we conclude that intermolecular interactions “b” and “c” are critically involved in 
maintaining the helical tracks of IHMs in species with long RLC NTEs and short ELC 
NTEs, like arthropods23–25 and Platyhelminthes.9, 23 In both interactions, the MHC side 
conserves specific negative and positive residues on I and C loops (interaction “b”) or CM 
loop and loop 3 (interaction “c”) as well as on the long RLC NTE (interaction “b”) or short 
ELC NTE (interaction “c”) sides (Suppl. Figs. 8–9).
Conservation of the backbone-anchoring interactions “h,” “i,” and “j”: A quasi-atomic 
model of the tarantula myosin subfilaments that comprise the outer myosin layer of the thick 
filament backbone is not available yet, so an analysis of the backbone-anchoring 
intermolecular interactions “h,” “i,” and “j” (Fig. 7b, c) cannot be properly performed at this 
time. We analyzed only the tail side of these three interactions, which seem to involve 
several conserved negative and positive residues (Suppl. Figs. 10–12). Since in interaction 
“h” the SH3 domain of each IHM is located every 14.5 nm along each of the helical tracks, 
it seems plausible that alternating positive and negative charges—which are not present in 
myosin V, in which regulation does not involve head–head interactions—on the subfilament 
surface should help guide the six SH3 conserved charged residues (K29/K30, E37/K38, 
K67, D69) for docking the blocked head back on the backbone of the thick filament (Suppl. 
Fig. 10). The presence of significantly longer NTEs in all the SH3 of myosin II—which is 
not present in myosin V—suggesting that it is involved in blocked head docking and 
establishing the helical tracks of IHMs. Our analysis of interaction “i,” which is restricted 
only to species with short ELC NTEs (Suppl. Fig. 11), shows that six negative (E79, E84, 
D85, E88, D94, E140) and four positive (K78, K91, K95, K144) residues are highly 
conserved and may make contact with subfilaments. The analysis of interaction “j” (Suppl. 
Fig. 12) shows that in contrast to myosin Vs, most myosin IIs have two negative (E744, 
D504) and four positive (K721, R758, H488, K499) residues that are very conserved in the 
converter and relay. We conclude that some specific residues involved in the intermolecular 
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interactions “h,” “i,” and “j” are crucially involved in the axial and lateral docking of the 
IHMs on the thick filament backbone, and are conserved in most myosin II sequences for 
interactions “h” and “j” and in short ELC NTE sequences for interaction “i.”
In summary, the oppositely charged and conserved residues involved in the five 
intramolecular interactions maintain the IHM in a compact off structure, explaining the 
conservation of the motif across animal species. The oppositely charged residues involved in 
the five intermolecular interactions retain the IHMs, making helical tracks of myosin heads 
on the surface of the backbone, and are conserved in arthropods and Platyhelminthes.
Discussion
The structure of tarantula thick filaments has been extensively studied.5, 53, 57, 58 These 
filaments exhibit four helical tracks of myosin heads53 (compacted as IHMs)5, 23 above the 
backbone surface. Since the tarantula IHM crystal structure had not been determined, the 
quasi-atomic model PDB 3JBH (see Results) allows for provisional analysis of its intra- and 
intermolecular interactions, as well as building a quasi-atomic model of the complete 
tarantula myosin molecule (including its tail), a subfilament model, and the backbone 
formed by a ring of twelve subfilaments around the paramyosin core (Alamo et al. in 
progress). The tarantula myosin RLC NTE, with two phosphorylation sites at Ser35 and 
Ser45, has been shown to be crucial for the relaxation and activation of tarantula thick 
filaments,23 for which we have proposed a tarantula CPA mechanism24–27 (Fig. 8C–F). This 
dual phosphorylation mechanism could be extended to other chelicerate striated muscles, 
like that of Limulus6 and scorpion,7 and possibly other arthropods with thick filaments that 
exhibit 4-stranded helical tracks of IHMs together with myosin RLCs with a long NTE and 
two phosphorylatable serines. In contrast, a different activation mechanism is present in 
vertebrate skeletal28, 29 and cardiac muscle,30, 31 which have thick filaments that exhibit a 
perturbed 3-fold helical array of IHMs, as well as in vertebrate smooth muscle,32 which also 
has IHMs but with a proposed ELC activation role,33 and mollusks, which have 7-fold 
helical tracks of IHMs with ELC direct Ca2+-binding activation control. Below we discuss 
how the intra- and intermolecular interactions associated with the tarantula model (Figs. 2b, 
6, 7) are sequentially established, forming the IHMs, and how the helical tracks of IHMs in a 
relaxed state are sequentially disrupted upon activation and sequentially reformed upon 
relaxation (Fig. 8, “interaction table”). This discussion is based on the tarantula CPA 
mechanism and aims to explain the structural basis of the ATP turnover rates detected in 
tarantula SRX.22
Interactions form IHMs and their helical tracks in a relaxed state
How are tarantula thick filaments formed in a relaxed state?—The intramolecular 
interactions are present in isolated switched-off myosin II molecules, which form IHMs in a 
solution.17 Myosin subfilaments are formed by the coiling-coil tails of three myosin 
molecules with one pair of heads protruding every 43.5 nm. Twelve myosin subfilaments are 
packed around a paramyosin core, forming the filament backbone (Fig. 1). Initially, the 
myosin S2s emerge helically over the backbone (Fig. 2b) and the pairs of heads are 
disordered and protruding, not yet forming IHMs (precursor IHMs; Fig. 8A). These heads 
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are in the relaxed closed conformation (Fig. 4) with RLC NTEs that are not phosphorylated. 
The interactions table in Fig. 8A–C shows the four stages in which the intra- and 
intermolecular interactions could be sequentially involved, establishing the fully functional 
IHMs (Fig. 8C) and forming the helical relaxed structure of the thick filament: (1) Only one 
head in each pair can establish the “h,” “j,” and “i” intermolecular interactions (Figs. 3, 7) 
with the neighbor myosin tail, docking itself as a blocked head closed conformation (Fig. 4) 
by establishing the intramolecular interactions “g” and “f” with the S2 (Fig. 8B). (2) Once 
this blocked head is docked, the partner free head, which is also in a closed conformation 
(Fig. 4), can dock (Fig. 8B). (3) A temporarily activated protein kinase C can then 
permanently (i.e. constitutively) phosphorylate24, 25 RLC NTE at its target Ser35 (i.e. the 
exposed Ser35 of free heads, since the Ser35 of blocked heads are not sterically 
accessible23–25 (Fig. 8C). (4) Ser35 monophosphorylation of the free heads allow them to 
sway away and back according to Brownian motion due to the breaking and reforming of the 
RLC–RLC intramolecular interactions “e,” “d,” and “a,” which are required for assembling 
an IHM (Figs. 4, 8C). Free head swaying is supported by several lines of evidence from our 
lab.23–27 Negatively stained isolated smooth muscle myosin IHMs appear to show free heads 
as more mobile, detaching from their partner blocked heads, and with their motor domains 
adopting different orientations.59 In addition, X-ray diffraction studies show that a fraction 
of constitutively on motors allow the muscle to immediately respond to calcium activation60 
(cf.).24
Intramolecular interactions are involved in forming IHMs
Intramolecular interaction “f.2,” which is involved in the formation of the IHM, 
is more conserved in all the studied animal species than in non-animal 
species—The IHM is ubiquitous. Table 1 shows that the IHM is present in all animal 
species with muscles, irrespective of the muscle type (striated skeletal, cardiac, or smooth), 
filament type (bipolar, side-polar) or MHC type (striated-, smooth-, or non-muscle-like). The 
wide presence of IHM correlates with the conservation of residue charge in the “d.1,” “d.2,” 
and “f.2” interactions in all animal species shown in Table 1 (Cs > ~63%). The ranges of 
conservation—Cs–f ~40–94% and Cs-d ~24–85%—for these critical interactions on MHC II 
suggest matched variations in the formation and stability of the IHM as these species 
evolved. On one hand, the absence of IHM in the Amoebozoan Acanthamoeba castellani 
correlates with a smaller conservation percentage (Cs ~32%), suggesting the importance of 
these critical interactions in the formation and stability of the IHM. On the other hand, the 
chicken vertebrate smooth muscle head–tail interaction is likely the most stable interaction 
as it establishes the motif structure35 with the smallest rate of product release61 and results 
in a higher conservation percentage of the residues involved in the formation and stability of 
the IHM (Cs–f and Cs–d ~94%). Also, studies with isolated 10S myosin II HMM from 
smooth and non-muscle-like MHC sequences suggest that the interaction between the 
blocked head and S2 is required for the formation of a stable IHM.17, 61 This agrees with the 
similar residue conservation values in vertebrate smooth (Cs–f ~94%) and non-muscle-like 
MHC sequences (Cs–f ~94%). Finally, it has been suggested that the strength of the 
intermolecular interactions is weaker in unregulated myosin, showing that IHMs are less 
common in solution than regulated myosin.17 This is in accordance with the smaller 
conservation values (Cs–d ~78–82%) in vertebrate cardiac muscles from mice, humans, and 
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zebra fish. The consistency of the results among species that was achieved with this 
interaction scoring approach reassured our confidence in our interaction analysis, in spite of 
the clear resolution limitations of the 3D map and the lack of definition of the precise 
residue contacts that are involved in the intramolecular interactions. We conclude that “d.1,” 
“d.2,” and “f.2” intramolecular interactions are critically involved in the formation and 
stability of the IHM. The conservation of residues involved in these interactions support the 
conservation of the IHM across all animal species, irrespective of the presence of muscles 
(like in sponges which lack muscle), muscle type, filament type, or MHC II type. The 
conservation analysis of these interactions suggests they are more conserved in animals than 
in primitive non-animals, supporting our conclusion—which is based on the fact that the 
IHM was detected by electron microscopy14—that IHMs evolved after Amoebozoa and 
animals diverged.
Intermolecular interactions are involved in the formation of the helical tracks of IHMs along 
the filaments
For arthropods like tarantulas, in which activation is dependent upon phosphorylation, the 
two intermolecular interactions “b” and “c” and the remaining anchoring interactions “h,” 
“i,” and “j” (Figs. 3, 6, 7) maintain the stability of the helical tracks of IHMs more than in 
vertebrates or mollusks.
IHM interconnecting interactions—The “b” and “c” intermolecular interactions are 
critically involved in the maintenance of the helical tracks of IHMs in species with long 
RLC NTEs and short ELC NTEs, such as arthropods23–25 and Platyhelminthes.9, 23 In both 
interactions, the MHC side conserves specific negative and positive residues on I and C 
loops (interaction “b”) or CM loop and loop 3 (interaction “c”) as well as on the long RLC 
NTE (interaction “b”) or short ELC NTE (interaction “c”) sides (Suppl. Figs. 8–9). This 
analysis could be extended to the similar thick filaments of the Platyhelminth Schistosome.
Backbone anchoring interactions—Some specific residues involved in these 
intermolecular interactions are crucially involved in the axial and lateral docking of IHMs on 
the filament backbone, which are conserved in most myosin II sequences (interactions “h” 
and “j”) and short ELC NTE sequences (“i”).
MHC type controls filament type formation—According to the average distance tree 
for MHC II sequence alignment (Suppl. Fig. 13), MHCs can be classified into three types: 
striated-, smooth-, and non-muscle-like. Table 1 shows that the MHC type controls filament 
type formation: striated-like MHC form helical bipolar thick filaments with various numbers 
of helical tracks (3–7), while smooth-like MHC form side-polar thick filaments and non-
muscle-like MHC form bipolar mini-filaments.
Implications of myosin interactions in the evolutionary origin of the switched 
off state—This state may have arisen early in species’ evolution as a means of switching 
off non-muscle myosin. Non-muscle myosin II is monomeric in an off state, so only 
intramolecular interactions between heads would have been possible. As muscles evolved, 
they may have retained these interactions. In filaments, additional (intermolecular) 
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interactions became possible and advantageous in an evolutionary sense. Thick filaments 
could be formed first on paramyosin cores, allowing various numbers of helical tracks of 
IHMs: seven in mollusk striated muscle; four in arthropod and Platyhelminth striated 
muscle; and three in vertebrate skeletal or cardiac muscle when the paramyosin core was 
lost. Additionally, IHM regulation could also have evolved from being controlled by direct 
ELC Ca2+ binding (mollusks), RLC phosphorylation (in arthropods and possibly in 
Platyhelminthes) or being unregulated in vertebrates.
On activation interactions are disrupted, disassembling IHMs and their helical tracks
The “interactions table” in Fig. 8C–F shows which intra- and intermolecular interactions are 
established in a relaxed state (Fig. 8C) and which interactions are progressively removed 
after a relaxed tarantula thick filament is activated (Fig. 8D–F), such that helical tracks of 
IHMs are disassembled, with the disordered free and blocked heads protruding away from 
the backbone (Fig. 8D–F), as observed by negative staining62 and equatorial X-ray 
diffraction.63 We have shown that the structural differences and location within the IHM 
could preset the order in which the free and blocked head are released upon phosphorylation, 
having the free head the right conformation (Fig. 4) to be released first to interact with actin, 
followed by the blocked head (if required)24, 25.
Interactions sequentially reform, comprising IHMs and their helical tracks upon relaxation
We propose that the disordering of myosin heads produced by activation (Fig. 8C–F) is 
restored after relaxation in three independent steps, depending on which step the motif (Fig. 
8F–C) is:
Formation of precursor blocked head-S2 motif—Once the monophosphorylated 
Ser45 of a blocked head is dephosphorylated (Fig. 8E–D, top IHM), the disordered blocked 
head can eventually reestablish intramolecular interactions “g” and “f” with its own S2 (Fig. 
8D, top IHM), reattach to the two neighbor S2s (Fig. 7) by re-establishing the anchoring 
intermolecular interactions “h,” “j,” and “i.” This allows the blocked head to be docked back 
and anchored precisely in the correct axial position (i.e., every 14.5 nm). It has been reported 
that interaction between the blocked head and its own S2 is needed to form a stable 
IHM.17, 61 These intramolecular interactions can be established between a blocked head and 
its S2 in isolated HMM molecules, in contrast to the intramolecular interactions “h,” “i,” and 
“j,” which can only be established in a filament.
Reassembly of IHM from a blocked head-S2 precursor motif—Once the partner 
diphosphorylated free head of a docked blocked head is Ser45 dephosphorylated by myosin 
light chain phosphatase, again becoming a Ser35 monophosphorylated swaying free head 
(Fig. 8D–C, middle IHM), they could eventually dock back onto the blocked head-S2 
precursor motif by re-establishing first the closer RLC–RLC interactions between both 
blocked and free heads and then the remaining intramolecular interactions ”e,” “d,” and “a.” 
This reassembly should be guided by the complementary charges of domain 1 of the blocked 
and free head RLC NTEs, as we have proposed.24 Thus, the RLC domain 1 seems to be 
better conserved than the rest of the RLC domains.64
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Formation of helical tracks of IHMs—When a similar process occurs in axially 
adjacent reassembled IHMs, pairs of “c” and “b” interactions can be re-established between 
them (Fig. 1), stabilizing the helix first in short patches and then so on. This finely tunes the 
formation of helical tracks of IHMs with a subunit distance of 14.5 nm, been the 43.5 nm 
helical repeat enforced by the twelve myosin subfilament symmetry.
Implications of IHM interactions on smooth muscle
It was striking to find that vertebrate smooth muscle IHM11, 34, 35 was present in invertebrate 
striated muscle5 with similar IHM models (PDB 1I8435 vs. PDB 3DTP23). Also, the thick 
filaments present in invertebrate striated muscle5 were similar to invertebrate smooth 
muscle12 with similar IHMs. In addition, a striking similarity between the myosin II RLCs 
of Schistosome and tarantula was observed: both RLCs exhibit a long NTE with two 
putative phosphorylatable serines,23, 24 suggesting that our present analysis in this paper 
could be applied to the smooth muscle IHM of Platyhelminthes. Concerning vertebrate 
smooth muscle, which has an unknown specialized side-polar thick filament structure, we 
cannot infer how the specific IHM interactions in vertebrate smooth muscle could be 
involved in assembling non-helical side-polar filaments Trybus et al.61 have discussed in 
detail the need for vertebrate smooth muscle to have two myosin heads, head–head 
interactions, and S2 for regulation by RLC phosphorylation. We can only mention that S2, 
which is suggested to mediate specific interactions with the head that are required to achieve 
an off state in vertebrate smooth and non-muscle myosin II61 and is essential for 
regulation,61 should be involved in IHM intramolecular interactions similar to “a,” “f,” and 
“g.” Supporting Trybus et al.,61 our results with tarantulas suggest that these interactions 
could correspond to interactions “a,” “f,” and perhaps “g,” explaining the necessity of a 
minimal length of S2 for regulation.61 Two of these interactions, “a” and “f,” are involved in 
the interaction of S2 Rings 2 and 1 with free head loop 2 and blocked head, which is part of 
myosin II regulation in smooth and skeletal muscle.42
Structural basis of the tarantula muscle SRX state
The two heads in the IHM have inhibited ATPase: the blocked head exhibits a closed 
conformation23 of the nucleotide pocket switch 2 (Fig. 4), preventing phosphate 
release,46, 47 and it is “parked,” or locked-in, to the backbone (Fig. 8C) with ATP activity 
that is sterically “blocked,” as its actin-binding interface is positioned on the converter 
domain of its partner free head. This inhibits ATPase activity by stabilizing the converter 
domain movements needed to release phosphate.11 Relaxed vertebrate skeletal and cardiac 
muscle fibers exhibit a slow ATP turnover rate.18, 19 Naber et al.22 proposed that this is an 
adaptation to save energy in animals like tarantulas that spend long periods immobile while 
poised to quickly capture prey. This state—which strongly inhibits myosin ATPase activity 
and has been observed in a variety of muscle types—was called the SRX state in the 
pioneering work of Cooke et al.20 Its importance in muscle has been described by many 
authors.18–20, 22, 6566 Structurally, SRX has been ascribed to the IHM.18, 20 In relaxed 
tarantula muscle, three rates are detected:22 very slow (>1800 s), slow (250–300 s), and fast 
(<30 s). Based on the PDB 3JBH model, its interactions, and the tarantula CPA 
mechanism14, 24, 26, 27 (Fig. 8C–F), we ascribe the very slow rate to the docked 
unphosphorylated heads, the slow rate to phosphorylated docked heads, and the fast rate to 
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phosphorylated undocked heads. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 8C and explained below, the 
docked (helically ordered) unphosphorylated blocked and a few free heads, which both have 
a very slow rate, and the transiently docked Ser35 monophosphorylated free heads, which 
have a slow rate, are responsible for the two SRX levels in tarantulas,22 while the remaining 
(disordered) swaying free heads with Brownian motion exhibit the fast rate detected in the 
disordered relaxed state.
Structural basis of the very slow, slow, fast, and very fast rates in tarantula 
striated muscle
1. Very slow rate origin: The very slow rate is ascribed to unphosphorylated blocked 
heads and the few unphosphorylated Ser-35 free heads docked in the IHM motif. 
The ATPase rate is determined by the strength of the intramolecular interactions, 
and since this muscle is thick-filament-regulated, some other mechanism 
momentarily undocks or activates the myosin. The very slow rate is expected to 
exist in other thick-filament-regulated filaments. In relaxation, all blocked heads are 
unphosphorylated, as endogenous myosin light chain phosphatase is active, 
dephosphorylating any Ser45 mono-phosphorylated blocked heads. The blocked 
head rate is very slow, as its ATPase activity is sterically “blocked”11 and locked in 
to the backbone.26, 27 This “parking,” or locking in, of half the available myosin 
heads in a close conformation is an effective mechanism for saving energy by 
preserving bound ATP.
2. Slow rate origin: The slow rate is ascribed to docked swaying Ser35 
monophosphorylated free heads (Fig. 8C), for which ATP activity is transiently 
inhibited while docked in the IHM motif.
3. Fast rate origin: The fast rate is ascribed to undocked swaying Ser35 
monophosphorylated free heads (Fig. 8C) and interpreted as a way to enable at least 
half of the available heads to explore as structural sentinels if there are any 
activated thin filaments, to save energy, and to make a faster transition to active 
states if there are activated thin filaments nearby, favoring quick force production 
like in single twitches or twitch summation.24 The Ser35 monophosphorylation is 
constitutively (i.e., permanently) present on most free heads, suggesting that it is a 
simple way to segregate heads that are better located to quickly sway away by 
Brownian motion and interact with Ca2+-activated thin filaments.24
4. Very fast rate origin: In contrast to the relaxed state (Fig. 8C), remnants of these 
three heads’ populations (Fig. 8D–E) briefly coexist in an activated state (Fig. 8D–
F) together with a quickly increasing fourth population that is formed by released 
swaying Ser35-monophosphorylated free heads, Ser45-monophosphorylated 
blocked heads, and diphosphorylated free heads, which are in the transition pre-
power stroke conformation23 (Fig. 4) and are activated when bound to an activated 
thin filament located ~5 nm away.46 This population is associated with the very fast 
time constant (<0.1 s) detected in active muscle fibers18 (Fig. 8F), as a high rate is 
required after activation during muscle contraction.
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In relaxed tarantula thick filaments, a “closed” conformation that prevents phosphate release 
is required for the formation of helical tracks of IHMs on the backbone.46 Blebbistatin, 
which inhibits myosin II ATPase activity,67 stabilizes helical tracks in a relaxed state by 
promoting a closed state.68 These two results suggest that in tarantula blebbistatin should 
closely hold the two heads on IHMs, diminishing the free heads that sway away and 
implying a very slow rate. In fact, blebbistatin stabilizes the SRX state in skeletal muscle, 
producing a very long-lived myosin–nucleotide complex with a very slow time constant,65 
which favors our interpretation of the very slow rate in tarantulas. Additionally, in the 
presence of blebbistatin, the spin-labeled nucleotides bound to myosin have an oriented 
spectrum in SRX in both slow and fast skeletal muscle, similar to those observed in relaxed 
tarantula fibers without blebbistatin.65 This strongly supports the proposed structural origin 
of the SRX state (Fig. 8).
Comparison of the SRX states of vertebrate skeletal and cardiac muscle—In 
contrast to tarantula muscle, in which very slow (>1800 s), slow (250–300 s), and fast (<30 
s) rates are detected,22 in vertebrate skeletal18 and cardiac19 muscle only slow (230 and 
138–144 s) and fast rates are detected. Relaxed vertebrate and tarantula muscle have several 
structural and functional differences. Thick filaments from tarantulas exhibit four helical 
tracks of IHMs with similar motifs on the three crowns of a 43.5 nm repeat, while vertebrate 
and cardiac muscle exhibit three perturbed helical tracks in which only two crowns exhibit 
similar motifs. Additionally, cardiac muscle features the cMyBP-C zone. Tarantula muscle 
has thick filament activation, while in vertebrate skeletal and cardiac muscle, the thick 
filament acts as a modulator. This “locks in” the tarantula unphosphorylated blocked head to 
the very slow rate and causes it to become swaying blocked head (inducing the slow rate) 
only after becoming Ser45 monophosphorylated blocked head by a myosin light chain 
kinase,23–27 which can only occur upon Ca2+ activation. In vertebrate skeletal and cardiac 
muscle, in which thick filaments are not regulated, the blocked heads sway without 
phosphorylation, eliminating the very slow rate. Studies using bifunctional fluorescence 
labels that are bound to intact vertebrate skeletal muscle myosin unphosphorylated RLC to 
quantify the orientation of the myosin lever arm by obtaining polarization measurements 
revealed three preferred orientations in the relaxed state: two with a long axis that is roughly 
parallel to the filament axis, and one that is roughly perpendicular.28 In vertebrate skeletal 
muscle RLC, phosphorylation disrupts the parallel orientation, shifting the equilibrium 
toward a perpendicular orientation, which permanently releases phosphorylated free and 
blocked heads. Similar studies on vertebrate cardiac muscle, in which almost no endogenous 
(constitutive) Ser15 monophosphorylation was detected, revealed that in a relaxed state 
(with unphosphorylated RLCs), there was a conformational equilibrium between parallel 
and perpendicular states and Ser15 monophosphorylation destabilized the parallel 
conformations, promoting a perpendicular conformation.31 We believe that the two preferred 
parallel orientations are associated with the slow rate of docked blocked and free head 
(SRX) in the IHM and that the perpendicular orientation is associated with the fast rate in 
undocked swaying free and blocked heads, as the free and blocked heads are active and can 
sway away without being monophosphorylated. Therefore, in contrast to tarantula relaxed 
muscle, SRX in vertebrate relaxed muscle should ascribe the only detected rate (slow) to 
both swaying blocked and free heads without permanently docked blocked heads.
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Conservation of the SRX state—The SRX state has been detected in arthropod striated 
muscle22 and vertebrate skeletal (rabbit psoas and soleus18), cardiac (rabbit,19 human [Drs. 
James W. McNamara and Roger Cooke, personal communication]) and smooth muscle 
(preliminary result; Drs. Ed Pate and Roger Cooke, personal communication). The 
conservation of critical intramolecular interactions across animals and IHM structure across 
bilaterians (Table 1) suggests that SRX should be a conserved fundamental feature of IHM 
to save ATP.
In conclusion, the tarantula quasi-atomic model PDB 3JBH, its intra- and intermolecular 
interactions, and the cooperative-phosphorylation activation (CPA) mechanism show the 
structural basis of SRX in tarantula muscle and its differences from vertebrate muscle. IHM 
conservation reveals that intramolecular interactions, which maintain the asymmetric 
structure of IHM, are crucial for maintaining muscle relaxation in animal species.
Materials and Methods
Characterization of full-length cDNA of tarantula MHC
Aphonopelma MHC sequencing follows the approach of Zhu et al.38 The total length of the 
sequenced cDNA is 6611 bp, with a 5862 bp open reading frame that begins at position 126. 
The deduced residue sequence GenBank KT619079, which is comprised of 1953 residues, 
contains characteristic features of ATP-binding and actin-binding sites of myosin. A simple 
comparison with fully sequenced heavy chains shows that 50–64%, 31–35%, and 30% 
identity with sarcomeric (vertebrate striated and cardiac muscles and invertebrate muscles), 
non-sarcomeric (smooth muscle), and unicellular (Dictyostelium discoideus) MHCs, 
respectively. The myosin head region is more conserved (57–69% and 49–50% identity with 
sarcomeric and non-sarcomeric MHCs, respectively) than the coiled-coil rod (43–62% and 
26%).
Image processing and 3D reconstruction
The 3D map used for flexible fitting of the tarantula homology model was EMD-1950 with a 
2.0 nm resolution, the same 3D map we used for IHM PDB 3DTP.23
Homology modeling
Modeling of ELC—The tarantula Aphonopelma sequence was submitted to the 
BioInfoBank Meta Server (http://meta.bioinfo.pl/submit_wizard.pl). From all the models we 
received, those with the higher scores were chosen. From these, the model with all the 
residues in the sequence was selected: PDB 2OVK. Two copies were made, one for the free 
head and another for the blocked head, and they were superposed on the previous IHM 
structure (PDB 3DTP) by the Chimera MatchMaker tool69.
RLC modeling—The tarantula Aphonopelma sequence was submitted to the SwissModel 
Server to obtain the homology model of the RLC (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/) using the 
PDB 3DTP chains E and F as a template.
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Modeling of MHC (Motor domain and S2)—The sequences that correspond to the 
motor domain and S2 of PDB 3DTP were extracted from the full-length tarantula 
Aphonopelma MHC sequence. These 965 residues were aligned to the sequence of PDB 
3DTP chains A and B (free and blocked head MHC sequences) and submitted to 
SwissModel Server to obtain the corresponding free head and blocked head homology 
models. The final model was assembled and saved as a PDB file using Chimera.69
Flexible fitting
Flexible fitting was performed in seven steps: (1) Initial preparation of the model (assembly 
and minimization): An initial minimization of the structure was performed to avoid 
problems during the flexible fitting procedure, as the chains came from different sources. 
Using VMD,70 an explicit water box was generated with the VMD Automatic PSF Builder. 
Ions were placed in a separate step using 0.15 M of salt. Then, the solvated and ionized 
structure was minimized by 2000 steps using NAMD.71 To estimate the effect of the 
minimization, the amounts of clashes before and after the minimization procedure were 
calculated with Chimera. Before minimization, 2757 clashes were detected, and after 
minimization, the number of clashes decreased to 84. (2) Initial rigid body docking: The 
minimized model was fitted as a rigid body to the tarantula 3D map with the Situs qrange 
tool. (3) Preparing the PDB file for flexible fitting: The PDB file was edited and converted to 
a suitable format for X-PLOR72 refinement. Internal water molecules were added to empty 
cavities to stabilize the structure during flexible fitting using the Dowser program.73 (4) 
Flexible fitting using Situs (2.4) and Sculptor (1.1.6): Codebook (CB) vectors were created 
for the structure using Situs.74 The generated connectivity among CB vectors was edited to 
remove some bonds and provide the network with flexibility. The optimal connectivity 
network for the map was interactively chosen using the Sculptor (1.1.6) graphic interface. 
Finally, the flexible fitting step was performed using X-PLOR. (5) Full water box 
minimization of the flexibly fitted model: To reduce clashes in the flexibly fitted model, we 
performed a final minimization in the same way as the initial minimization. (6) Building two 
adjacent HMMs: The IHM model was duplicated and the copy was helically placed at the 
next upper crown to generate a model with two interacting HMMs that allow intermolecular 
interactions to be studied. (7) Remodeling of the interacting loops: To seek possible residues 
that can create interactions, we used X-PLOR scripts to allow the lateral chains of 
interacting loops to move freely in order to find the residues that can be located at the atomic 
contact distance range.
Bioinformatics analysis
We used JalView (ver. 2.8)75 to analyze the sequences retrieved from the UniProt database 
(http://www.uniprot.org/). The multiple sequence alignment was performed with Clustal 
(ver. 2.0)76 using default parameters and ordered according to the average percent identity in 
a distance tree (Suppl. Figs. 13–15). For the conservation analysis shown in Suppl. Figs. 1–
12 and Table 1, we chose the MHC sequences reported for non-muscle, smooth, skeletal, 
striated, and cardiac muscle of the 68 species shown in Suppl. Table 3. Myosin V sequences 
are included for comparison, as they do not establish IHM.17 In addition, we chose to align 
the myosin 28 RLCs and 62 ELCs sequences, as shown in Suppl. Tables 4 and 5. In Table 1, 
we analyzed the conservation of the residues involved in “d.1,” “d.2,” and “f.2” 
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intramolecular interactions by ascribing a score value to each sub-interaction (d.1 i, ii, iii; d.
2 i, ii, iii; f.2 i, ii, iii) as a percentage. In the sequence alignment, each species was compared 
to the corresponding tarantula sequence (which was considered 100%). The score was 
100%: 1) if both sides of the sub-interaction were composed by the same number of 
conserved residues and had opposite charges; 2) if the sides of the interactions had a 
different number of residues, all of which were conserved; 3) if the sides of the sub-
interactions had a different number of residues, one residue that was not conserved, and the 
same number of conserved residues on each side. Otherwise, the score was 75%, 50%, or 
25% if the conservation was present in the previous/following residue in the sequence (+/
− 1, 2, or 3 amino acids, respectively) or 0% if the difference in position was greater than 
three amino acids, there was no conservation on one side of the interaction, or a residue with 
the opposite charge was in the same position. We calculated the final conservation score, Cs, 
for each species as the average of the “d.1,” “d.2,” and “f.2” sub-interactions as well as the 
scores for the contributions of “d.1” and “d.2” (Cs–d) or “f.2” (Cs–f). Only complete 
sequences with evidence at the transcriptional or protein level were selected for the analysis. 
For anemone, we only used the few available MHC sequence fragments for different 
anemone species that are involved in the “d.1,” “d.2,” and “f.2” intramolecular interactions.
SAXS analysis
The sample preparation and data collection details for squid HMM were reported in a 
previous publication.15 Scattering intensity, I(q), is in arbitrary units, with q = 4π sin(θ)/λ in 
units of Å−1. The scattering angle is 2θ with a wavelength of λ=1.2563 Å. Scattering profiles 
for PDB 3DTP and 3JBH were computed using FoXS77 and CRYSOL78 to check 
consistency, especially at scattering angles beyond q = 0.3 Å−1. CRYSOL required more 
than the default number of harmonics (30) for agreement with FoXS. There were some 
systematic baseline shifts between the two algorithms at q > 0.3 Å−1 (not shown), but both 
algorithms agreed on the location and magnitude of the difference between the PDB models. 
Only FoXS results are reported here. FoXS was allowed to fit both the computed profiles to 
the squid HMM experimental data using the customary parameters of hydration layer, 
excluded volume, and background adjustment.15
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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C loop cardiac loop
CM loop cardiomyopathy loop
ELC essential light chain
FH free head
HMM heavy meromyosin
IHM interacting-heads motif
MHC myosin II heavy chain
NTE N-terminal extension
RLC regulatory light chain
S2 subfragment 2
SAXS small angle X-ray solution scattering
SRX super-relaxed state
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Highlights
• An atomic model of two heavy meromyosin interacting-heads motifs (IHM) is 
achieved
• Conserved intramolecular interactions suggests IHM presence across animal 
species
• These interactions and IHM model explains the structural origin of super-
relaxation
• The super-relaxed state should also be conserved across animal species
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Fig. 1. 
Wide-eye stereo pair of the longitudinal view of the 3D reconstruction of the frozen-
hydrated tarantula thick filament, filtered to 2-nm resolution (EMD-1950)23 and showing 
four helical tracks of interacting-heads motifs (IHMs; blue), twelve myosin subfilaments 
(gray) and the paramyosin core (orange). The 3D map segment shows four 14.5-nm crowns, 
each of which has four IHMs. The quasi-atomic model PDB 3JBH (formed by two IHMs), 
which is shown as spheres in the right helix, was flexibly fitted to the 3D map (see Materials 
and Methods). The myosin heavy chain (MHC) of the blocked head (BH) and free head 
(FH) are shown in green and blue. The two myosin essential light chains (ELC) are in 
magenta (FH) or orange (BH). The two myosin regulatory light chains (RLC) are in red 
(FH) or yellow (BH). Bar: 14.5 nm.
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Fig. 2. 
Wide-eye stereo pairs of the 2-nm resolution 3D reconstruction of frozen-hydrated relaxed 
thick filament of tarantula (EMD-1950),23 shown in grey, with the flexibly fitted quasi-
atomic model PDB 3JBH, as viewed from the front (a) or back (b) of the filament surface. 
The model includes the densities where several loops are located in the blocked head region 
of interactions “b” and “c” (see Materials and Methods). The MHC in PDB 3JBH shows six 
surface loops (2, H, CM, 3, C, and I) that are involved in the interactions. Also, the ELC in 
the PDB 3JBH model shows the extra two amino acids that are missing in the chicken ELC 
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sequence. In (b), the intramolecular interactions are: “a” (FH MD loop 2–S2), “d” (FH MD–
BH MD), “e” (FH ELC–BH MD), “f” (S2–BH MD) and “g” (S2–BH ELC). The 
intermolecular interactions are: “b” (BH RLC–FH MD) and “c” (BH ELC–FH MD), which 
are established with the adjacent IHM in the filament, and “h,” which occurs between the 
blocked head SH3 domain and a neighbor myosin S2 (shown as a 2-nm pink cylinder). Each 
of these interactions is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. MD: motor domain of the myosin head. See 
legend of Fig. 1. Bar: 50 Å.
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Fig. 3. 
(a) Wide-eye stereo pairs of three adjacent IHMs forming part of a helix. The intermolecular 
interactions “b” and “c” are shown with the RLC and ELC of the neighboring blocked head 
regulatory domain, and interaction “h” is shown with the neighboring S2. The surface of the 
3D map corresponding to the IHM in the center is highlighted in yellow. For clarity, the S2 
of the model of the two left IHMs has been extended as coiled-coil α-helices (pink). Since 
the subfilament structure is not known, the two neighboring subfilaments are depicted as 
cylinders with diameters of about 2.2 nm. (b) Wide-eye stereo pairs of a rotated 90° view of 
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(a), showing that the model of the IHMs is present only in the slice between the two blue 
dotted lines in (a), causing the neighboring “h” interaction to be far and the “i” and “j” to be 
closer to the reader. In a relaxed state, the S2 of the IHM emerges from the top with a slight 
angle of 6°, causing the helix of IHMs to “float,” separated from the backbone surface by 
about 2 nm. The blocked head is the only part of the IHM that is in contact with the 
backbone and is covalently connected to it via the S2 and electrostatically connected by 
three “anchoring” intermolecular interactions: “h” (blocked head SH3 domain) with the 
extended S2 of an adjacent tail and “i” (blocked head relay/converter) and “j” (blocked head 
ELC) with the neighboring S2 (see Fig. 7). For a structure color code, see the legend of Fig. 
1.
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Fig. 4. 
Wide-eye stereo pairs of a comparison of the blocked head (green) and free head (blue) of 
the tarantula IHM PDB 3JBH (Figs. 1–2) with the crystal structures of the pre-power stroke 
closed PDB 1BR179 (yellow) and transition PDB 1DFL16 (red). The ELC and RLC were 
removed to highlight their lever arms, which are in the same plane but have different angles.
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Fig. 5. 
Small angle X-ray solution scattering (SAXS). Integrated scattering intensity (I in arbitrary 
units) is given as a function of momentum transfer, q = 4π sin(θ)/λ, with a scattering angle 
of 2θ and a wavelength of λ. The comparison of model-based (PDB 3DTP and 3JBH) and 
measured squid HMM scattering profiles15 in (a) shows that the models cannot be 
distinguished based on the scattering data that is currently available. The predicted scattering 
profiles are based on electron microscopy-derived striated tarantula muscle (PDB 3DTP23, 
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PDB 3JBH; Fig. 1) IHM models. Calculated wide-angle scattering data (b) confirms that the 
models do not significantly differ in the wide angle X-ray solution scattering region.
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Fig. 6. 
Wide-eye stereo pairs showing the general location of intramolecular interactions (a) “a” and 
“f,” (b) “e” and “g,” and (c) “d,” formed by two sub-interactions, “d.1” and “d.2.” (a) and (c) 
have the same viewpoint as Fig. 2a and (b) has the viewpoint as Fig. 2b.
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Fig. 7. 
Wide-eye stereo pairs of (a) intermolecular interactions “c” and “b” and (b) the anchoring 
intermolecular interactions “h”, “i,” and “j”. For clarity, the neighboring S2 has been 
extended from the IHM S2 as a coiled-coil α-helix (pink). The neighboring subfilaments, 
which have unknown structures, are depicted as cylinders with diameters of about 2.2 nm. 
(c) Stereo pairs of (b) as viewed transversally from the top, showing interactions “h,” “i,” 
and “j.”
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Fig. 8. 
Sequential formation, disruption, and reformation of intra- and intermolecular interactions 
(“interactions table”) in the tarantula IHM PDB 3JBH model upon relaxation (C), activation 
(C to F, green arrows) and relaxation after activation (F to C, red arrows) according to the 
cooperative phosphorylation activation (CPA) mechanism (C–F) proposed for tarantula thick 
filaments24–27 allow explanation of the structural basis of the ATP turnover rates detected in 
tarantula relaxed and Ca2+-activated states.22 (A) Model of a short segment of a precursor 
tarantula thick filament showing three precursor IHMs with disordered heads and 
unphosphorylated Ser35 (black circles). The heads do not make any inter- or intramolecular 
interactions. (B) Only one head of each precursor IHM in the pre-power stroke closed state 
(Fig. 4, green) can establish the three anchoring intermolecular interactions and dock them 
as blocked heads (light green) to the backbone. The free head (light blue), also in the pre-
power stroke closed conformation (Fig. 4, blue), can establish intramolecular interactions 
with the docked blocked head, which are needed to assemble the IHM. (C) In a relaxed state, 
these precursor IHMs become fully functional after half the Ser35 are monophosphorylated 
by a temporarily activated protein kinase C (PKC) (brown arrow). PKC can only 
phosphorylate the fully exposed Ser35 of the free heads (blue heads), as the Ser35 of the 
blocked heads (green heads) are not accessible.23, 24 Ser35 monophosphorylation of the free 
heads allows the free heads to sway away and back by Brownian motion (“swaying” heads) 
by breaking and reforming the intramolecular interactions (denoted by “±” in the 
“interactions table” and by dotted curved arrows in the illustration). (C–F) The tarantula 
CPA mechanism proposed for tarantula thick filament.24, 25 The interactions table shows 
how the intra- and intermolecular interactions established in the relaxed state (C) are 
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progressively removed (denoted by crossing them out) upon activation (D–F), ending in a 
disordered array (F) with fewer interactions. The table also shows how these interactions are 
progressively reformed from this final disordered array (F) to a newly achieved ordered 
relaxed array (C). The IHM model and CPA mechanism allow explanation of the structural 
origin of the very slow (>1800 s), slow (250–300 s) and fast (<30 s) ATP turnover rates 
detected in tarantula striated muscle22 in a relaxed state: (1) The very slow rate is associated 
with unphosphorylated docked blocked heads in the IHM (green heads with motor domains 
labeled as “VS”) and the few unphosphorylated docked free heads in the IHM (not shown); 
(2) the slow rate is associated with the Ser35 monophosphorylated free heads (blue heads 
with motor domains labeled as “S”); and (3) the fast rate is associated with the Ser35 
monophosphorylated swaying free heads that are undocked from the IHM (blue heads with 
motor domains labeled as “F”). Therefore, the docked (helically ordered) unphosphorylated 
blocked heads and the few free heads with a very slow rate, as well as the transiently docked 
Ser35 monophosphorylated free heads with a slow rate, are responsible for super-relaxation 
(SRX) in tarantulas,22 while the remaining (disordered) swaying free heads that move 
according to Brownian motion and are undocked from the IHM exhibit the fast rate detected 
in the disordered relaxed state.22 In contrast, the very fast (<0.1 s) rate detected in the Ca2+-
activated state in tarantula striated muscle22 is associated with Ser35 monophosphorylated 
free heads (blue heads with motor domains labeled as “VF”), Ser45 monophosphorylated 
blocked heads (green heads with motor domains labeled as “VF”), and biphosphorylated 
free heads (blue heads with motor domains labeled as “VF”) that are bound to actin (yellow 
spheres) on the activated thin filament. FH: free head, BH: blocked head.
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ul
ac
tin
ia
, A
ne
m
on
ia
). n
/a 
rep
res
en
ts 
lac
k o
f s
eq
ue
nc
e i
nfo
rm
ati
on
 in
 tw
o
 a
n
em
o
n
e 
M
H
C 
se
qu
en
ce
s. 
(b
) T
ar
an
tu
la
 A
ph
on
op
el
m
a M
H
C 
se
qu
en
ce
 (K
T6
19
07
9) 
is 
sh
ow
n
 in
 S
up
pl
em
en
ta
ry
 D
at
a.
 (c
) 
IH
M
 p
re
se
nc
e 
w
as
 c
o
n
cl
ud
ed
 b
y 
co
m
pa
rin
g 
th
e 
SA
X
S 
pr
of
ile
 o
f L
ol
ig
o 
pe
al
i (
sq
uid
) w
ith
 th
e p
red
ict
ed
 sc
att
eri
ng
 pr
ofi
le
 fo
r t
ar
an
tu
la
 P
D
B 
3D
TP
13
.
 
(d
) T
he
 pr
ese
nc
e o
f S
RX
 st
ate
 ha
s b
ee
n c
on
fir
m
ed
 in
 
hu
m
an
 c
ar
di
ac
 m
us
cl
e 
(D
r. J
am
es
 W
.
 
M
cN
am
ar
a 
an
d 
Ro
ge
r C
oo
ke
, 
pe
rs
on
al
 c
om
m
un
ic
at
io
n) 
an
d O
ry
cto
lag
us
 
(ra
bb
it)
 ca
rdi
ac
 m
us
cle
 w
ho
se 
M
HC
 se
qu
en
ce
 is
 ve
ry
 si
m
ila
r t
o 
th
e 
m
ou
se
 o
ne
 so
 it
 w
as
 n
o
t 
in
cl
ud
ed
 in
 S
up
pl
. T
ab
le
 3
. (e
) T
he
 pr
ese
nc
e o
f S
RX
 st
ate
 ha
s b
ee
n c
on
fir
m
ed
 in
 c
hi
ck
en
 g
iz
za
rd
 sm
oo
th
 m
us
cl
e 
(pr
eli
mi
na
ry 
res
ult
, D
r. E
d 
Pa
te
 a
nd
 D
r. 
R
og
er
 C
oo
ke
, 
pe
rs
on
al
 c
om
m
un
ic
at
io
n).
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